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1. Lab Objectives

In this lab, you will see how to configure pattern parameters using the XPath expression tools in the pattern builder.

The MQ Input node in this lab has a 3-part queue name, comprising a queue prefix, the main part of the queue name (in the middle), and a queue suffix. Each of these three components will be defined as a pattern parameter. When a pattern instance is generated, the value of the pattern parameters will be concatenated using an XPath expression. The resulting string from the concatenation will be used to configure the queue name target property.

The lab goes on to make the prefix and suffix components “read only”. This means that the pattern user need only be concerned with the specific application requirements for this message flow.

The starting point is the “Pattern Parameters” tab in the Pattern Authoring editor. This lab follows on from the first lab, Pattern Authoring Introduction, which created a pattern with a single parameter, “Queue Name”.

2. Extending the Pattern from the Basic Lab

1. Start this lab with the Pattern Authoring editor for the pattern “MyPattern.pattern”, as used in the first lab session.

   If you have still got the second open instance of the IBM Integration Bus Toolkit, close it now, and use the primary instance.

   Select the “Pattern Configuration” tab, then click the “Add Parameter” button.
2. The Add Parameter window will open.
3. On the Basic tab:

Change the Display Name to “Queue prefix”.

Change the Parameter ID field to “queuePrefix” (the default is something like “pp2”).

Change the “Field prompt” to “Enter your queue prefix”. This is the field that is highlighted in pink when the pattern user generates a new pattern instance. This helps the pattern user choose appropriate values for these properties.

Change the text description of the field by editing the HTML text window. The output version of the html is shown simultaneously in the pane on the right.
4. On the Editor tab:

The Editor tab is where you configure the parameter editor for this pattern parameter. The parameter editor is displayed in the Pattern Instance editor. The default for a pattern parameter is a standard text entry editor.

Set the default value for the Queue Prefix to “qp.” (do not include the quotation marks).

Click OK.

5. Perform a similar set of actions for Queue Suffix:

1) Click “Add Parameter”
2) On the Basic tab:
   - Set Display Name = “Queue suffix”.
   - Set Parameter ID = “queueSuffix”.
   - Set Field Prompt = “Enter your queue suffix”.
   - Set Help text = “The last part of the queue name”.
3) On the Editor tab:
   - Set Default value = “.qs”.

Click OK.
6. Finally, let’s go back and set a sensible value for the Parameter ID of the queue name, which was left at the default value (pp1).

Highlight the Queue name parameter, and click Edit (or double-click the parameter)

Change the Parameter ID to queueName, and click OK.
7. You have now defined three pattern parameters in the group Application Queue Information. The parameters are:
   - Queue name
   - Queue prefix
   - Queue suffix

   You have also provided meaningful names for the Parameter IDs.

   You will now configure an XPath expression which will concatenate these parameters.

   Highlight the “Queue name” parameter and click the Edit button.

8. As before, this will open the “Configure Pattern Parameter” window.
9. On the Editor tab, set the Parameter editor from the drop down menu to “Queue Name Editor” specify the default value for the Queue Name as “queue”.
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- **Parameter Editor**: Queue Name Editor
- **Type selection**: Queue Name Editor
- **Default value**: queue

**Dependencies**: Pattern parameters can depend on one or more parameters. For example, a message type parameter depends on a message set parameter because it displays the message types that are available in the selected message set. Dependencies are configured automatically by the Pattern Authoring editor.

To ensure dependencies are configured correctly, the dependent parameter (for example, the message type parameter) must be in the same group and be after the parameter on which it depends.
10. Switch to the Transform tab.

The Transform tab allows you to configure an XPath expression which will transform the value of the pattern parameter. The expression is evaluated when the pattern instance is generated. The result of the evaluation updates the value of the pattern parameter.

In this exercise, you will configure an expression which concatenates the three pattern parameters into one string.

Expand the String functions, and double-click the “concat” function. This will populate the Expression field near the bottom of the window.

Note that since the expression is incomplete, you will see an error message at the top of the window.
11. Double-click the “Queue prefix” parameter. This will add the parameter to the generated expression. The parameter is identified by the Parameter ID, queuePrefix, that you defined earlier.

Type a comma “,” after the queue prefix name in the expression field.

The XPath expression is still invalid at this time, so you still see the message at the top of the window.
12. Double-click the “Queue name” parameter. This will concatenate the parameter to the XPath expression.

Type a comma “,” as before.
13. Double-click the “Queue suffix” parameter to complete the XPath expression.

Click the “Evaluate” button to make sure that the XPath expression logic is correct. The Evaluate function uses the default values for each pattern parameter.
14. The test value can also be changed by clicking on the Set button, which highlights the required parameter.

Highlight the “Queue prefix” parameter, and set the Test value field to “QP.PRODUCTION.”. Click Set.

Click Evaluate, and see the generate queue name in the Result field.
15. The Result field also contains the details of any failure of the XPath expression syntax. Append an invalid character to the XPath expression, and click Evaluate.
16. Finally, reset the parameter values to generate the full queue name `qp.queue.qs`, and click OK.

Save `MyPattern.pattern`. 
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- **Edit Parameter**: Queue name
- **Configure the pattern parameter**: Configure the pattern parameter and how it is displayed to pattern users.
- **XPath expression**: To transform the value of the parameter. The XPath expression is evaluated when a pattern instance is created. The XPath expression can get the value of other parameters by using the `getVariable()` function.
- **Function Parameters**: Group Name, Parameter ID, Test Value
- **Expression Evaluation**: Expression: `concat(getVariable('queuePrefix'), getVariable('queueName'), getVariable('queueSuffix'))`
- **Result**: `qp.queue.qs`
17. Now retest the pattern.

Select the “Create Pattern” tab. The pattern plug-ins will need to be updated, so click “Create Pattern Plug-ins”.

Then click “Test Pattern”. As before, this will start a second instance of the workbench as before. Accept the specified location of the workspace.

18. When the new instance has started, select Patterns Explorer, and click the updated pattern (MyPattern).

Click “Create New Instance”, and provide a name for the new pattern instance. Click OK.
19. When the Pattern Parameter dialogue window is open, expand the group called “Application Queue Information” (or whatever you have named it).

You will see the three parameters that we have just defined, with their default values.

20. Expand the “Application Queue Information” section in the Pattern Parameter Details pane, on the right. This will show the text descriptions of the parameters we defined.
21. Change the name of the queue to something else, and then click Generate.
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22. Because the previous pattern generation created a navigator filter, you may find that the newly generated Application does not immediately show in the navigator.

Click the “Remove All Filters” icon (with the red cross).
23. Expand the MyXPathExample_Transform application, and open the generated message flow, which should be called Transform.msgflow.

Select the MQInput node. You will see that the queue name has been generated using the default and specific values that you set.
24. We will now make the queue prefix and queue suffix components “read only” in the pattern instance.

Close the second instance of the IBM Integration Bus Toolkit, and return to the pattern authoring editor in the primary instance. Select the “Pattern Configuration” tab, which should appear something like this:
25. Select (click on) the “Queue prefix” item, then click the Edit button (or double-click).
26. Click the Enable tab.

Open the Boolean section in the Functions pane, and double-click “false”. This will populate the expression field at the bottom of the editor.

This sets the XPath expression to “false”, which tells the pattern to make the parameter un-editable.

Click OK.

Note that the Windows title bar indicates the name of the pattern artifact that is being edited. Any selection in the “Groups and parameters” pane does not affect this edit operation.
27. Do the same edit action on the Queue Suffix parameter.

28. Save the pattern.

29. Create the Patterns Plug-ins as before, then test the pattern again. Accept the default workspace.

30. In the new workbench, switch to the Patterns Explorer view.

31. Click MyPattern, and Create New Instance. Provide a name for the pattern instance, for example MyReadonlyExample.
32. As before, expand the Application Queue Information section. You will see that the queue prefix and suffix parameters are greyed out, but you can change the value of the queue name parameter.

Click Generate to create the message flow as before.

Close the second workbench.
33. Finally, there are many ways of adding much more sophisticated pattern building tools. As a simple example, you can tick the “Hide parameter” checkbox.

In our example, this will result in the queue suffix parameter being hidden from the pattern user. However, the generated message flow will include the full queue name (including the suffix).

This concludes the Pattern Authoring XPath lab.